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OLED

ULTRA HD SCREENS

With cutting-edge OLED technology, LG
has created a truly innovative technology
with perfect picture quality and a
revolutionary pencil-thin design, adding
artistic value to display functionality.

Perfect Color:
Accurate & stable color reproduction
Self-lighting pixels bring colors to life with
superb accuracy.

Perfect Black:
Limitless contrast and the deepest blacks
Self-lighting pixels switch off completely
to reproduce absolute blacks with no light
bleed, offering infinite contrast.

Perfect Viewing Screen:
Wide viewing angle
LG OLED Signage delivers awe-inspiring
picture quality across the entire screen,
even from wide viewing angles.

ULTRA STRETCH
A new experience with a 58:9 widescreen
that can display dynamic content based on
the user’s installation environment.
High Resolution with extraordinary format
(3,840 x 600)
Ultra HD large screen delivers an
immersive viewing experience.

58:9 Extended Wide Format
Dynamic content is delivered on one
screen thanks to a new 58:9 bar-type
widescreen format.
4 Divided PBP in Landscape or Portrait
The Picture-by-Picture (PBP) feature allows
you to divide a screen into four parts in
landscape or portrait installations.

STANDARD SIGNAGE (22”-65”)
Quad Core SoC*
The High Performance SoC can execute
several tasks at once and provides smooth
content playback.

Group Manager
Content can be created, distributed, and
controlled by signage without a dedicated
PC or server.

webOS
The webOS platform provides easy and
convenient tools to create content. LG’s
SDK* and technical supports make content
development and management easier.

PBP (Picture-By-Picture)
PIP (Picture-In-Picture)
PBP (Picture-By-Picture) and PIP (PictureIn-Picture) features enable you to compose
various layouts for several digital devices.

OVERLAY TOUCH &
MULTI-TOUCH EXPERIENCE
LG’s touch technology provides smooth,
accurate 10-point multi-touch for your
interactive needs.
10-Point Multi-Touch Experience
Offers a more realistic touch experience,
recognizing up to 10 simultaneous touches
without needing a separate pen.
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Ghost Free Multi-Touch Experience
Touch the screen for ‘No Ghosting’ writing
and drawing, enabling clean, seamless
navigation.

Large Screen Content Delivery
Providing immersive, high-quality
widescreen viewing on a wide variety of
screen sizes.

Perfect Design: Slim and light
With just two layers, the LG OLED Signage
Display is unbelievably lightweight and
thin.

Ultra HD Resolution 3,840 x 2,160
Ultra HD resolution offers a whole new
level of picture quality, boasting picture
definition four times higher than full HD.
Multiple Screen with PBP or PIP
The PBP (Picture-By-Picture) and PIP
(Picture-In-Picture) features offer four
divided split screens in landscape and
portrait formats.

SUPERSIGN™ TV

VIDEO WALL

SuperSign™ TV includes a built-in TV
tuner to broadcast TV programs and
deliver advertisements simultaneously.

Narrow Bezels
Narrow bezels enable the entire video
wall to more closely resemble a single
screen.

Fail over
Enables content to be displayed
without dead spots when none of the
external inputs are working. The monitor
switches the signal automatically.

Uniform Brightness
LG’s LED backlight technology
guarantees high brightness uniformity
to ensure a clear picture. On some
other screens, certain spots may appear
darker than others, but the VH/VM
series generates high visibility and a
consistent brightness across the whole
screen.
Image Gap Reduction
The VH/VM series includes an image
improvement algorithm that can
adjust to objects located within the
bezel boundary for a seamless viewing
experience.
LAN Daisy Chain Performance
A LAN daisy chain allows you to execute
commands to control and monitor the
screens and even update their firmware.

Wi-Fi Dongle Ready
SuperSign™ TV supports Wi-Fi USB
dongle connection for convenient
content distribution.
CMS: Signage Content Management
Software
You can easily create, schedule,
and distribute the content you want
with various templates provided by
SuperSign™ CMS.
Control & White Balance
SuperSign™ enables remote control
of multiple monitors via networks and
RS232 serial. The Auto White Balance
feature adjusts the video wall easily and
intelligently for the optimum video wall
solution.

CMS (COMMAND CENTER HD)
To manage your digital signage, your
organization needs software that can get
you up and running quickly but also scale
to meet your needs as you grow. Industry
Weapon’s CommandCenterHD is the easiest
way to manage your network of digital

signage. It doesn’t matter if you have one
tv or thousands spread across the globe,
CommandCenterHD provides you with all
the tools you need to upload, schedule and
manage your digital signage deployment.

Editor: Signage Content Editing
Software
Create content and playlists, distribute
through network or USB. Convert
various codecs and containers for the
LG Signage. Configure the desired

CONTENT
CREATION &
INSTALLATION
Graphics and content creation
LG Fulfillment offers a full range of graphic
creation services for your digital signage
needs. Don’t have a graphic designer on
staff? No worries. We have a talented team
that can take your vision to a completed
product.
CMS Training
Our team is also here to train yours on
how to upload and create content within
the EngagePHD™ CMS. Our goal is to
provide you with a turnkey solution that
leaves you feeling confident about your
choice to work with LG Fulfillment.
Installation services include
• Project management
• Site Survey
• Display and mount installations
• Network and video cabling installation
• Installation and testing of digital
signage hardware and software
• Training
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